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Approximately 706 million gallons of waste oil enter the ocean every year, 
with over half coming from land drainage and waste disposal.

Offshore drilling and production operations and spills or leaks from ships 
or tankers typically contribute less than 60 million gallons every year.

Routine maintenance of ships (140 million gallons/year), hydrocarbon particles 
from onshore air pollution (95 million gallons/year), and natural seepage from 
the sea floor (55 million gallons/year).

20-40% of oil evaporates, and the rest emulsifies in the water forming 
a brown / black mousse; heavier parts of the oil sink, and some of the oil 
biodegrades eventually.

OIL IN WATER
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TECHNOLOGIES TO 
SEPARATE OIL FROM WATER

Floating oil can be removed by oil skimmers, and in the ocean, floating oil spills have 
been contained by booms and skimmed off the water surface; rough ocean surface 
can make oil skimming very difficult; skimming only removes non-emulsified oil.

Emulsified oil can be removed using hydrophobic foams, but their capacity is limited, 
typically 10-30 times the foam weight. Further, the oil is removed by physically squeezing 
the foam, which results in mechanical degradation of foam material after a few cycles.

Ultra-filtration membranes have been used in oil-water separation, but they are 
expensive to buy and operate; fouling of membranes results in performance degradation.
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OIL ERASER FOAM

BioFoam coated with a 

proprietary formulation.

Does not pick up water. 

Coated Foam

Uncoated Foam
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Cycle (Oil Absorption and Extraction)
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OIL ERASER FOAM

Oil is extracted from coated foam 

using a special solvent.

Cycle consists of oil absorption 

and extraction.
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APPLICATIONS OF 
OIL ERASER

Oil Eraser Foam can be deployed in plastic cages in nets. 
The nets are immersed in water.

Nets can be deployed in oceans, rivers, water bodies etc., 
to pick up emulsified and free oil from the water. 
Oil Eraser Foam can pick up 80 times its weight of oil.

Nets are periodically removed, oil is extracted without opening the 
cages by rinsing the foam using the solvent.  The nets and foam can be reused.

Simple, cost-effective technology to separate oil from water.


